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ENGINEERING GRAPI{ICS
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t Note . - I. A2 srze drawing sheet is to be supplied and it's both sides can be used.

2. A11 drawings should be in first angle projection and dimensroning
as per BIS.

3. Sketches accompanied.]

PART - A

(Maximum marks : 10)

Marks

I Answer the following questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries

2 marks.

l. Dcfine cylindncal helix.

2. Draw the lines suitable to represent the following.

(a) Hidden outline (b) Centre of a circle

I Classifo Oblique projection.

4. Give eccentricity of
(a) Circlc (b) Parabola

5. How to indicate radius of an arc ? Give any two exarnples. (5x2 : 10)

PART - B

(Maximum marks : 50)

I Answer any five questions liom the following. Each question carries 10 marks.

1. Redraw the given figure 1 and mark all dimensions as pa BIS.

2. Draw projections of'a regular hexagon of 25rnm side having one of its side in
the HP and inclined at 60" to VP and its surface making an angle 45" with HP.

3. A circle of diameter Se"- rolls on a stralght iine without siipping. Trace the

locus of point P on the circumference of tire circle. rolling for one revolution.
Name the curve.

4. A circle of diameter 50run is given. Inscribe a rcgular pentagon within the circle.
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Marks

5. Draw the projections of foliowing points.

(a) Point A is 25mm above HP and 20mm behind VP.

(b) Point B is in the third quadrzurt 35mm away from both pianes.

(c) . Point C is on the HP and 20mm behind \?,
(d) Point D is l5mrn above HP and 2&nm in front of VP.

6. Figure 2 shows a T joint of a prpe. Draw its development.

7. Figure 3 shows the pictorial vierv of an object. Draw front and top views.

(5x10:50)

t)ARl-- c
(Answer any two questions. Each full question carries 20 ma1ks.)

III (a) Figure 4 shows the pictorial view of an element. Draw its front view,. top view
and an auxiliary view of the inclined surface.

(b) The pictorial view of an object is shown in figure 5. Draw front view and

sectional top view along A-A.

(c) Figure 6 shows Orthographic views of an object. Construct an isometirc

drawrrg. (2x20:40)
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